
Max Gardner’s Top 200 Signs You’ve Got a False Document & New Blog Friend 
Lizinsarasota or SarasotaLiz 

The following blog is brought to you by a new friend Lizinsarasota at The Huffington Post. 

“Anyone in foreclosure w/ Chase needs to pay attention to the legal. Don’t try to be the “good guy” and 
act in good faith, because no matter how nice the little “‘analyst” seems – they are trying to take your 
house. 

Please go to 4foreclosure.org and look around. Find Max Gardner’s Top 200 Signs You’ve Got a False 
Document and read it. (I’ve added the 200 Signs Documents- Signs 001-105 & Signs 106-200) If your 
original note was a WAMU loan, there’s a really good chance that any affidavits filed in support of 
summary judgment are fraudulent. If your original loan was with anyone other than Chase, follow the 
paper trail between that lender and Chase and make sure it goes from A to B to Z. Look closely at all the 
notary’s signatures and stamps and dates. 

Go to your local law library. Go to your local court house and look at other Chase filings. Look at the 
signatures of their lawyers and other people and make sure they are the same. See how other people 
have answered Chase complaints and cherry pick out any/all defenses that are applicable to your 
situation. 

The biggest lawsuit against Chase is a RICO action coming out of another non-judicial state, Georgia. 
Long v. JPMorgan Chase 

You can do this. Mortgage law isn’t brain surgery. Don’t be intimidated. You are just as smart as most 
lawyers – trust me on this.” 

You can read all of Lizinsarasota’s Blogs at the above Huffington Post link, and please use the Max 
Gardner’s 200 Signs to scrutinize the legality of your documents. 
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